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REPORT OF THE JUDGE, EAMON GRENNAN:

There was an impressive number of good poems here,

enough at least to make me linger over the last dozen or so,
trying to weed out the winners. What was again a pleasure
to see was the variety of ways in which the English
language can get turned into lyrical expression, and the
enormous number of subjects it can touch and, in touching,
transform. A phrase in one of the poems came to mind as I
was reading: "wonderful, cascading words." I think that
describes my sense of the whole enterprise. Here were
words responding to such different things and conditions,
open to so many facts of life and things in the world.
Whether the subject was a waterfall, a marsh hawk,
breastmounds in Co. Sligo, waiting for a medical report,
childhood pastimes, giving up cigarettes, the death of a
loved one, a painting, a photograph, a seed pod, or what the
poet had read (Rilke, Yeats, Plath, Yeats, Ronsard, Helen
Vendler on Yeats, and so on), each poem contained the
evidence of someone trying to come to grips with an
experience in language, trying to grasp a meaning, to hold
up for inspection a live piece of the inner or outer world we
share. Good to see, too, that the "Irish connection" was
tangible throughout—in responses to holy wells and
megalithic tombs, in a number of confrontations with
Queen Maeve, in descriptions of Belfast and Inishmaan, in
a general sense of "going back" that often marks, and can
distinguish, the mind of Irish America. There was plenty,
too, of what I look for in the lyric poem—the sense of there
being "someone there," the sense of a poem suddenly (in
the lines of one of them) "catching a thermal that lifts
me/beyond boredom, above weather." This came through,
too, in the intensely human contents of many of the poems,
whether in elegiac terms or in some other celebratory way.
Many of the poems, that is, heard in their hearts the
injunction formulated simply but memorably by one of
them: "touch someone:/there is no equivalent." I was
impressed, too, by the fact that there was a range of formal
work here—from prose poems through the ubiquitous free
verse to discreetly rhyming quatrains, some sonnets, even a
sestina. A healthy sign, this formal variety, that in one case
delivered a lovely epigram (maybe, indeed, an epigraph to
poetry competitions): "Taste is the Enemy of Art," and in
another a radical unsettling of the pure-art and art-as-truth
position, the sentiments of which Yeats may or may not
have appreciated: "Pitiful shitheads, I won't get anywhere
in this world if I don't learn/to lie about everything./Oh,
will you please screw me in cuban moonlight so's I can
write/a few good poems." (This ended a poem called, aptly,
"The End.") So, the reading wasn't dull, but a source of
pleasure, curiosity, and satisfaction. In other words, good
fun.

In the end, however, choices had to made, and I made
them. Three poems seems good enough to be honorably
mentioned. "A Glow of Light" conjures a life, indeed more

than one life, in plain lines that match facts with honest
feelings, that move from a vivid acknowledgement of death
("It's been almost a year now since you left in a glow of
light/your edges flowing out through the cracks in the
hospital walls") to a down-to-earth image of abiding, the
water used to wash the dead man finding another use: "She
told me she'd water the plants in your room with it and she
did—/they are still very green, very lush, and stand where
they always stood/near the window/near your bed." "Skins
on a Sofa" impressed me for the neatly economic way it
held onto a couple of more or less ordinary facts (seed pods
and a lizard skin) until they glowed with private
significance:

I line them up—the stalk and the skin.
How alike the weightlessness,
the dryness. Parchment defines me.
Light can shine right through.

And I liked very much "Canal Poem II" for the dense
particularity of its recall of a Northern Ireland childhood,
letting the facts speak—with the palpable eloquence only
facts have—for themselves, but fraught with a whole world
of unspoken feeling:

Today we are made redundant;
The strawberries are wet and not
To be picked. We can spin bottles
On a plank in the hayshed,
Venture into other townlands.

Heard from the long perspective of New York, that last line
has a lovely resonance all its own. Three good poems, then,
that—in their various ways—lifted my spirits.

Finally, two poems spoke most persuasively to my feelings
and my taste, and these I choose as co-winners. Quite
different in the ways they handle the language, they are
both deeply complete encounters with their different
subjects. "Young Woman with Jug" (after Vermeer)
manages to find novel ways to re-animate that masterpiece
of colour, texture, and line. What I particularly love in this
fine poem is the inventive strength of its language: there
isn't a tired word or turn of phrase in it; everything is
renewed in language; the painterly "values" are verbalized.
It bristles with unlikely metaphors and similes, the most
astonishing of which brings together calculus, light, stained
glass, and sex in one effortless sweep. And the poem isn't
just a cool exercise in verbal play, for it also enters into the
emotional possibility of the picture on an instinctive wave
of imaginative sympathy, letting us feel for the subject in a
surprising, unsentimental way:

I see her
life as a stopped minute—seconds
poised and desperate, the way her hand
barely grasps the pitcher's fired
gold neck.

The language in "Extravagant Love and All" (lovely title)
works for different effects. Here description is lyrically



rich, abundant with natural data, metamorphic—as the
cherry trees of the first stanza are transformed to bridal
parties "veiled/and magnanimous in pale chiffon." In
addition to this beautifully calculated lyrical vitality, the
poem is remarkable for the strength of its speaker, and for
the sense such strength gives of a buoyant engagement with
the subject, finding a language adequate to register a fully
sensuous presence in and responsiveness to the world.
Finally, the poem won my admiration for the way it curved
from natural description into personal reminiscence
(turning on a chartreuse scarf), and opened out into a
gorgeous but unaffected memory, as perfectly touching as it
is simply spoken, all the optimism of motherhood caught
up in the picture of the pregnant woman,

a dark blur against the breakers, wading out
to meet them the day before I was born.

It would have seemed impudent to me to choose between
the many virtues marking both these true poems. Both are
entirely worthy winners of this year's Yeats prize, and I
thank them.

Extravagant Love and All
by Dierdre Hoare

Along the bridle path, cherry trees
shower me with petals. Your would never
know their real natures; black, mock or sour,
from this confetti, just as bridal parties
posing for pictures appear veiled
and magnanimous in pale chiffon.
The world is bent of late on generation;

saucer magnolias unwrap tea-stained blooms,
present heirloom china. Even budding maples
press me with urgent bouquets
the color of chartreuse scarves
from the fifties. Like the one my mother

tied around her flat French sunhat
that summer at the Jersey Shore.

She aspired to glamour then, a scented
mantilla secret inside her bra. At her wedding,
everyone said she looked like Audrey Hepburn.
I have that picture of her somewhere—
petite and cultured in pearl satin, and the other
one, too, when she'd grown heavy with me,
a dark blur against the breakers, wading out
to meet them the day before I was born.

Young Woman with Jug
(Vermeer van Delft)

by Sara Peacock Millikin

At the window, she bells to shadow
veined with faults. The fleece of them
—a shade like the slant rain casts
when barely coming—draws her body as
a form without rived limit. As a veering
calculus function homes to and cannot
crack the ore of its own flanged
fractions, the skim light fractures 
through stained glass fenced in lead
but does not take her. Standing
just before the canvas, I see her
life as a stopped minute—seconds
poised and desperate, the way her hand
barely grasps the pitcher's fired
gold neck. Her lineated fingers sift
to the curve as though it were a ramp
for unmapped departures, water turning
wine inside. She has only slightly
pressed the window out and the moon
of her expression does not suggest
what she finds through that narrow
essential gap, looking angled and fast
from under the shroud of her colorless hat.

Canal Poem II
by Aidan Rooney-Céspedes

Today we are made redundant,
The strawberries are wet and not
To be picked. We can spin bottles
On a plank in the hayshed,
Venture into other townlands.

We can swing on young aspens, over-
Hanging the canal, battle with
Cone-grenades across the horses's
Path, plead for a truce to refuel.
We can go to the waterfall

On parish land. There are outhouses
There, cold and derelict, smelling
Of cows whose toilet-training reached
Only to the doorway. Slapping pats
In their wake, they heave and sway.

And I can play funiculaire
On the strings of my brown anorak,
With the chewed knot and the plastic
Bell. We can throw black damsons
Into the river. They plop and

Sink and rise up again ready
To float away downstream to the
Rapids. They will congregate
Silently against a buoyant stick,
At a quiet corner to rot.



Skins on a Sofa
by Wendy Wilder Larsen

All I can find today are skeletons:
the bleached seed pods of a flower
alternating up the stalk
for maximum drop;

the lizard's skin on the black sofa
its feet still perfect from where
new feet slipped out.

There is movement in their stillness—
in the patterns that camouflaged,
the indent of the seed now flown
the thinness of the skin that held.

I line them up—the stalk and the skin.
How alike the weightlessness
the dryness. Parchment defines me.
Light can shine right through.

Since you told me you are old
and I will be the last person you will ever love,
it isn't so much that i speak to everything
but that everything speaks to me
and I stroke these skins that set me free.

A Glow of Light
by Laima Sruoginis

It's been almost a year now since you've left in
 a glow of light
your edges flowing out through the cracks in
 the hospital walls.

When we all gather for birthdays or holidays, I
 miss your facetious jokes,
spoken softly under the current of family
 clamor - the old patriarch

waving his fork to make a point. I can still hear
 the hum of your respirator,
Its precise rhythms - the sigh - the alarm
 screaming when you'd laugh

and miss a breath; I glance to make sure it's
 plugged in.
(Yes we all do sit in the same places)

When mama serves the holiday dish, I think,
 you ate this food too;
I think you took on death the way an ancient
 shaman would.

Mama has told me often, that as a toddler you

 never protested
when other children took away your toys, you
 just smiled.

As if you knew, even then, that it all didn't
 really matter anyway.
And as we labor over designs and epitaphs I
 remember your light, amber.

I think mama is right, when she says it is
 somehow good you never
turned thirty - a corruption.

Whenever she speaks of our childhoods, she
 remembers only yours.
Do you remember the time you told me what it
 was like to die?

How you floated off into a dark void, but could
 still hear our voices
and the television set in the next room?

All your board games are still stacked in your
 room,
and your posters, and your books. I don't think
 I'll ever know

anyone as smart as you again. And how many
 fools
walked right past you, a boy in a wheelchair.

You know, mama falls asleep each night next to
 your spot. I try to wake her.
And yes, she still sleeps with the television on.

When you died she couldn't bring herself to
 pour the water 
she had washed you with last, down the sink.

She told me she'd water the plants in your
 room with it and she did—
they are still very green, very lush and stand
 where they always stood

near the window
near your bed.
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